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How to identify an element? - Yahoo! …
answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20100121030555AAyVdKV
Jan 21, 2010 · If i was given unknown element, what would be 3 things I could do to
figure out what element it was

How to find an unknown element.? - …
answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20080614152753AATvpS4
Resolved · 2 total answers · Published Jun 14, 2008
Jun 14, 2008 · Best Answer: On the face of it, it looks as though the two compounds
should be XS and X2S. When you do the sums though, you get 2 slightly different …

How do you find an unknown element? - …
uk.answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20130929063829AAVS6mu
For chemistry we're learning about stoichiometry and chemical equations, but whenever
there's an unknown element in them I have no idea what to do.

How can flame tests be used to identify an unknown element
wiki.answers.com › Categories › Science › Chemistry
How can a flame test be used to identify elements? the emission spectrum How can a
flame test identify an unknown element? The emission spectrum of the element is ...

Identify an Unknown - Experiment with Chemical Reactions
chemistry.about.com/od/chemistryexperiments/a/aa072604a.htm
Lesson plan in which students use the scientific method to design experiments to
identify the components of an unknown ... Which Element Are You? - Element ...

How can you identify an element - Answers.com
wiki.answers.com › … › Atoms and Atomic Structure
How do you identify elements by their properties? well it is either metal, nonmetal,
metalloids. a metal is shiny, conducts heat well, ...

Getting the identity of an unknown element in a reaction.
www.physicsforums.com › … › Other Sciences  › Chemistry
3 replies in thread
Getting the identity of an unknown element in a reaction. in Chemistry is being
discussed at Physics Forums

Finding an Unknown Element - Chemical Forums
www.chemicalforums.com/index.php?topic=36035.0
Last updated: Oct 09, 2009 · 7 posts · First post: Sep 26, 2009
An unknown element reacts with bromine to give the bromide, MBr3. If 1.402 g of the
unknown element gives 3.010 g of MBr3, what is the element?

How can you identify an unknown substance?
misterguch.brinkster.net/identify.html
It turns out that the ability to identify unknown chemicals is a pretty handy ability to
have. For that reason, ... you can identify an element by this manner.

How to Identify the Unknown in a Flame Test | eHow
www.ehow.com › … › Science & Nature › Science
The color of a burning flame can be used to indicate what chemical elements, or
solutions ... How to Identify Unknown Chemicals. You are checking the stock of ...
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